The multiple attribute mixed type decision making is performed by four methods, that is, the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS method, the relative approach degree of grey incidence , the relative membership degree of grey incidence and the grey relation relative approach degree method using the maximum entropy estimation, respectively. In these decision making methods, the grey incidence degree in four-dimensional Euclidean space is used. The final arrangement result is obtained by weighted Borda method. An example illustrates the applicability of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Ding Chuan-ming, et al (2007) defined a kind of similarity degree for various attribute type and normalized the similarity degree of attribute value of each type in unified metric space. Then, the comparison of between each plan and ideal plan is made by using the new similarity degree and a decision making method was given. Luo Dang, Liu Si-feng (2005) studied, on the basis of the grey relation decision-making, the grey relation relative approach degree using the maximum entropy estimation. Dang Luo, Li Sun, Sifeng Liu (2010), based on the characteristics of three-parameter interval grey numbers and the advantages of grey target, developed multi-objective grey-target decision making methods under the information of three-parameter interval grey numbers when the grey target weight is known or is unknown. Chunqiao Tan (2011) studied an extension of TOPSIS to a group decision environment, where interdependent or interactive characteristics among criteria and preference of decision makers are taken into account. Some operational laws on interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy values are introduced and then a generalized intervalvalued intuitionistic fuzzy geometric aggregation operator is proposed. Ting-Yu Chen (2012) takes the simple additive weighting (SAW) method and the TOPSIS as the main structure to deal with interval-valued fuzzy evaluation information and presents SAW-based and TOPSIS-based MCDA (multiple-criteria decision analysis) methods. Gong Yanbing, Zhang Jiguo and Deng Jiangao (2008) studied the interval multi-attribute decision making (IMADM) problems, in which the information about attribute weights is known partly and the decision maker has preference information on alternatives in the form of interval numbers reciprocal judgment matrix. An extended TOPSIS method for group decision making with Atanassov's interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers is proposed to solve the supplier selection (* This work was supported in part by Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, China) problem under incomplete and uncertain information environment (Gui-Wu Wei, 2011) . Yan Chi, Dong-hong Wang (2012) determined the optimal alternative by the shortest distance from the 2-tuple linguistic positive ideal solution (TLPIS) and on the other side the farthest distance of the 2-tuple linguistic negative ideal solution (TLNIS). When the input for a decision process is linguistic, it can be understood that the output should also be linguistic. For that reason, Elio Cables , M. Socorro García-Cascales , M. Teresa Lamata (2012) proposes a modification of the TOPSIS algorithm which develops the above idea and which can also be used as a linguistic classifier. Yahia Zare Mehrjerdi (2012) presents an effective fuzzy multi-criteria method based upon the fuzzy model and the concepts of positive ideal and negative ideal solution points for prioritizing alternatives using inputs from a team of decision makers. For the problem of MADM, in which the attribute values are the intervalvalued trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and the weights of attributes are intervals, WAN Shu-ping (2012) proposed a decision making method based on fractional programming, in which Hamming and Euclidean distances for interval-valued trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers are defined and by TOPSIS, the models of nonlinear fractional programming for alternative's relative closeness are built.
In all of these papers, the hybrid grey relation decision making methods using the grey incidence degree in four-dimensional Euclidean space have not been discussed yet.
In this paper, first, we present a new method of determining comprehensive weight as grey interval number by considering totally the subjective and the objective weight. Then, we solve MADM problem with various mixed types of attribute by four plan evaluation methods using grey incidence degree in four-dimensional Euclidean space. The methods are (i) the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS, (ii) the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey incidence, (iii) the evaluation by the relative membership degree of grey incidence and (iv) the evaluation by the grey relation relative approach degree using the maximum entropy estimation. The final rank is determined by the weighted Borda method using ranks obtained in the above four methods. An application example shows that our method is scientific and practical. 
Decision making problem with mixed type multiple attribute
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Let
is called an attribute vector of plan i A , where
is generalized attribute representing the objective preference of decision-maker for the attribute j G .
Determining of attribute weight

3.1.Subjective weight of attribute
The subjective weight of attribute is determined using group AHP method by a decisionmaking group consisting of L decision-experts. Let
be the attribute weight determined by AHP from decisionmakers. By using the weights
determined by L decision-makers, the weight of attribute G j is determined by interval grey number ( )
Objective weight in the case of generalized attribute values (Optimization)
We define the deviation of decision plan A i from all other decision plans for attribute G j in normalized decision matrix 
In order to find proper weight vector β opt such that sum of overall deviation for the decision plan attains maximum, we define a deviation function 
Objective weight in the case of generalized attribute values (Entropy method)
The entropy weights of the generalized attribute value
and the entropy value of the j th attribute is calculated by . Thus, the entropy weight
Comprehensive objective weights
The comprehensive objective weight is determined by the interval grey number
Final comprehensive weights
In order to consider totally the importance degree among the attributes, the comprehensive weights are determined by the multiplicative composite method such as
Some evaluation methods of decision plans
Evaluation of plan by the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS method
Assume that the subjective preference value of the plan i A is given by the generalized value ) , , , (
be the normalized decision matrix with the subjective preference such as 
Let
The relative approach degree between each plan and the ideal plan is given by
The best plan corresponds to the largest C i . This is different from the relative approach degree in traditional TOPSIS. The degree of grey incidence relative approach is modified by introducing the preference coefficient as follows. 
Evaluation of plan by
Evaluation of plan by the relative membership degree of grey incidence
If the membership degree of the positive ideal plan with respected the plan i A is i u , from the definition of rest sets of fuzzy set theory, the membership degree of the negative ideal plan corresponding to the plan i A is i u − 1 . Therefore, we can find the membership degree vector ) , , , (
by solving the following problem.
[P2] A with respect to the positive ideal plan and the negative ideal plan, respectively. We denote the weights of these two grey interval incidence degrees by 1 β and 2 β , 1 (
is called a grey comprehensive incidence degree of the factor vector i y .
To obtain 1 β and 2 β by entropy method, we solve the following optimization problem The best plan is one with the largest value of * i C . The final rank is determined by the weighted Borda method using rank vectors obtained in the above four methods.
An illustrative example
Let's consider the decision-making problem for five programs of fighter development. The decision matrix is given in Table 1, in which   5  4  3  2 2 A -flight radius(Km), 3 A -maximum flying speed(Km/h), 4 A -development cost (ten thousand Yuan), 5 A -reversal of body head(h), 6 A -maintenance possibility, 7 Asecurity, 8 A -reliability level of development group, 9 A -degree of environmental influence. 
Conclusion
In this paper, by introducing four-dimensional Euclidean distance for the hybrid MADM problems, the different types of attribute are normalized in a unified metric space and it has a unified quantification. We have proposed a new grey relation interval decision-making method for MADM problem in which the attribute value is given by various mixed-type such as real, interval, linguistic and uncertain linguistic value. The first feature of our method is to find the subjective and objective weights, based on group AHP, and optimization and entropy method, respectively, as interval numbers and to find the interval final weights by multiplicative composite rule so as to consider totally the subjectiveness and the objectiveness in determining weights. The second feature is to introduce grey interval weight in decision matrix of mixed multiple attribute so that each element of the decision matrix becomes an element of four-dimensional Euclidean space, and to propose four methods such as the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey TOPSIS, the evaluation by the relative approach degree of grey incidence, the evaluation by the relative membership degree of grey incidence and the evaluation by the grey relation relative approach degree using the maximum entropy estimation for ranking of plans, and the determine the final rank by weighted Borda method using the rank vectors of the above four methods. Thus, our method can make the decision-making more scientific and reliable.
